


Master your mailroom like a pro.
PostBase

pro DS

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/proDS

PostBase pro is more than the next generation of 
PostBase – it’s an uncompromising vision of 

professional mailing for the modern mailroom. It 
makes even complex mailing processes as natural 

as touching, loading, and sitting back. And 
whether your mailing needs grow or shrink, the 
pro processes variable volumes of mail allowing 

it to adapt to your ever-changing needs. The 
PostBase pro is easier, more 

automated, and has the most secure engineering 
than anything that’s come before. In a word, 

ease.



Master your mailroom like a pro.

EZ Tilt Touchscreen
Large color touchscreen easily adjusts to six 
ergonomically optimal positions allowing you to 
stand comfortably and still easily see the screen.

Anti-Skew Rollers
With the anti-skew rollers you can drop your mail 
in and not worry if it is perfectly aligned. The pro 
aligns the mail to prevent stoppages.

Seal Check Sensor
The PostBase pro checks every envelope flap that 
goes through the sealer ensuring security and 
confidentiality.

High Speed Weighing
The dynamic scale recognizes envelope size and 
shape on-the-fly. The PostBase pro can process up 
to 90 letters per minute of mixed mail.

The Ease of One Button
One button and your PostBase is ready to go.  
Turn it on and let it run mixed sizes and weights of 
mail automatically. 

Differential Weighing
Place a stack of mail on the scale and send them 
though one at a time. PostBase pro calculates the 
postage for each piece.



The ease of PostBase pro DS.

Stack & Go Feeder

Stack mail into the hopper and 
let PostBase pro do the rest. Just 
put your largest envelopes on 
the bottom.

Anti-Skew Rollers

PostBase pro has anti-skew 
rollers that help make sure your 
mail enters the machine straight.

Sealer

The PostBase pro features a 
built-in validation sensor which 
ensures each envelope is sealed 
for added security.

Dynamic Scale

The PostBase pro dynamic scale 
accurately rates your mail based 
on weight and shape.  

Label Dispenser

The built-in label dispenser makes 
sending thicker mail and packages 
convenient. Weigh the package on 
the scale and press print label.



Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/MailOne

MailOne 2.0 software  is the ultimate tool to monitor, 
manage, track and reduce your postal expenditures

  

MailOne
Supercharge your PostBase with

Enjoy huge savings on 
postage costs with MailOne 
Commercial Base Pricing. 

Easy
The key to the pro experience is the stack-and-go feature. 
It allows you to simply place mail in the feeder and the 
pro mailing system will do the rest. 

Automatic
With the push of a button your PostBase pro is ready to go. 
The automatic start feature lets you start running mail 
quickly while the  anti-skew rollers automatically straightens 
your mail.

Secure
The PostBase pro is one of the first USPS® IMI-Compliant 
meters in the market. The Pro features a seal check sensor,  
which ensures each envelope is sealed for added security 
and confidentiality.

Engineering
The PostBase pro unites high-tech capabilities with a 
modern, award-winning design. This German engineered 
machine features an all new, modular design which allows 
maximum throughput.

Why pro?The ease of PostBase pro DS.

Label Dispenser

The built-in label dispenser makes 
sending thicker mail and packages 
convenient. Weigh the package on 
the scale and press print label.

Color Touch Screen

The Post Base pro has a large 
touchscreen display that is 
adjustable to 6 positions for 
comfortability and ease of sight.

Scale

The scale provides precision 
weighing for thick letters or small 
packages up to 15 pounds. 

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/MailOne



PostBase pro is the 
perfect complement to your professional 
office. As your mail grows, you need a postage meter that 
is tailored to your specific mailing needs. The PostBase pro can be adapted to 
your ever-changing needs at any time. PostBase pro is the smart choice for any mailroom that 
processes variable volumes of mail.

Take a step up with a pro.



Stable Base for Your PostBase
FP™ Mail Equipment Furniture is designed to not only 
turn heads, but provide superior protection for FP 
machines.
Our engineers worked with Hamilton Sorter to create a 
line of furniture that increases the lifespan of your 
FPMailing machines by preventing sagging and vibrations 
that can damage heavy mailroom equipment.

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/MailOne

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/furniture

MailOne
Supercharge your PostBase with

Adding MailOne 2.0 to your PostBase mailing 
system allows you to enjoy huge savings on 
postage costs with Commercial Base Pricing and 
Electronic  Return Receipt with Certified Mail®; 
plus get the most out of your PostBase with 
MailOne 2.0’s advance operation, accounting, 
reporting and tracking.

Hold More Finished Envelopes with 
the High-Capacity Catch Tray

This add on can increase the catch tray capacity up to 
350 finished envelopes, and reduces the amount of 
unloading. This piece is designed to fit onto any 
mailroom table and hang off the right side.
 The fully-adjustable leg is designed to stabilize the catch 
tray and support the weight of the finished mail.

Never Fold and Stuff 
Another Envelope Again

Manually collating, folding and stuffing 
letters, invoices, brochures and other mail 
pieces can be extremely tedious and time 
consuming. Folding-inserting equipment 
automates this process by providing an 
efficient and cost-effective way to prepare 
materials for mailing.

Letter Opener

Make quick work of processing incoming 
mail with these speedy envelope openers. 
With speeds ranging from 24,000 to 40,000 
pieces per hour, you’re sure to find an 
appropriate solution to dramatically reduce 
the time required to open letters and mail 
received in your mailroom or office.

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/pro

www.fp-usa.com/Folder-Inserter

www.fp-usa.com/Letter-Openers



Plugged into over 230,000 mailrooms worldwide, FP Mailing 
Solutions is the fastest growing mail mailing solutions company in the U.S.
  
Real people. – With over 1,100 employees, FP provides all of our customers with a 
dedicated customer service team located in the U.S.
 
Simple processes. – FP invests in research and development in order to continue to 
provide our customers with the simplest of solutions. FP is the leader in mailroom 
technology, being the first postage meter company to introduce a digital and USPS® 
IMI Compliant meter.

Mailing solutions. – With over 90 years of experience, and 
operations in over 40 countries, it’s easy to see what makes FP Mailing Solutions the 
industry expert in mailroom solutions and technology. 

Why FP?

Learn more at www.fp-usa.com/proDS
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Mailing made easy.

Specifications
Feature                                                                 
Control Panel Color Touchscreen
Processing speed  (Maximum) 140 lpm
Dynamic Weighing Speed (Maximum)  90 lpm
Envelope Thickness 3/8”
Self-Adhesive Postage Label Dispenser yes
Integrated Scale Capacity 15 lbs
External Scale Option  With MailOne 2.0 
Differential Weighing yes
Dynamic Scale  yes

yes
Ultra High Capacity Envelope Drop Stacker
Seal Check

 Optional

Optional

 
 

 
Software & Connectivity

ReportOne Postal Reporting Software
MailOne Software 

 yes
100 std., up to 250

Postal Rate Wizard yes
User PIN Code Security

Postage Accounting - Cost Accounts

 yes
 

 

Custom Shortcut Keys (Maximum) 
Personalized Text Messages (Maximum) 
Envelope Advertising (Maximum) 
Automatic Postal Rates Download
Connectivity

20
12
30
yes
LAN std., WiFi optional

PostBase
pro DS


